QUICK & EASY FUNDRAISING

HAISLEY HUSKIES PTO

#1 AMAZON SMILE
1. SIGN INTO WWW.SMILE.AMAZON.COM
2. GO TO YOUR ACCOUNT. SELECT THE OPTION TO CHANGE YOUR CHARITY.
3. SELECT A NEW CHARITABLE ORGANIZATION TO SUPPORT.
4. SELECT OTTO W HAISLEY SCHOOL PTO.

#5 STAPLES
1. SIGN INTO WWW.STAPLES.COM/CLASSROOMREWARDS
2. SELECT PARENTS AND ADD RECEIPT NUMBER UNDER HAISLEY AND DANTE WATSON

#2 KROGER
1. GO TO HTTPS://WWW.KROGER.COM/ACCOUNT/ENROLLCOMMUNITYREWARDSNOW/
2. SIGN IN OR CREATE AN ACCOUNT
3. SELECT ORGANIZATION HAISLEY ELEMENTARY PTO

#6 SHUTTERFLY
1. SHOP THROUGH THIS LINK HAISLEY.SHUTTERFLYSTOREFRONT.COM
2. HAISLEY PTO GETS 8% OF ALL PURCHASES.

#3 BUSCH’S
1. GO TO HTTPS://WWW.BUSCHS.COM
2. SIGN IN OR CREATE A MYWAY ACCOUNT
3. CLICK ON CASH FOR EDUCATION UNDER YOUR PROFILE TAB
4. SELECT HAISLEY ELEMENTARY FOR ALL QUARTERS

#7 COCA-COLA
1. GO TO HTTPS://WWW.US.COCA-COLA.COM/GIVE/SCHOOLS/
2. SEARCH FOR HAISLEY ELEMENTARY
3. SCAN YOUR PURCHASED ITEMS CAP CODE

#4 OFFICE DEPOT
1. USE ID: 70048561 FOR ANY IN-STORE OR ONLINE PURCHASE
   2. ENTER ID ON THE THANK YOU CONFIRMATION PAGE.
   IF YOU FORGET, YOU CAN ENTER IT LATER ONLINE WITH YOUR RECEIPT

#8 BOX TOPS FOR EDUCATION
1. CLIP TRADITIONAL LABELS AND SEND INTO SCHOOL
2. SEE A NEW BLUE LABEL, DOWNLOAD APP & SCAN YOUR RECEIPT- NO CLIPPING!

WWW.HAISLEYPTO.ORG/FUNDRAISING
HAISLEYPTO@GMAIL.COM
2019—2020 PTO Dollars at Work

By supporting us, you are supporting your school and your children.

Thank You!

Our Fundraising Efforts Pay to Enrich Your Child

**Curriculum Enhancement**— $36,725
- Field Trips
- Professional Development
- Summer Learning Program
- IXL Math
- DynaMath
- Assemblies

**Building our Community**— $37,326
- Haisley Players
- Auction
- Ice Cream Social
- Book Fair
- Heritage Night
- Teacher Appreciation Week
- Safety Patrol
- Haisley Hello

**Classroom Grants**— $4,000
**Communication & Administration**— $2,189

$236 invested per student!